Lesbian Gigolo

WARNING: Contains explicit descriptions
of lesbian sexual acts. Intended for adults
over the age of 18. Samantha Chase takes
charge and steals hearts as a lesbian gigolo
whose clientele include some of the most
wealthy and powerful women of Los
Angeles. Follow along as Samantha teases
and pleases her passionately libidinous
lovers, including: DIRECTOR KATE, a
prominent film director who prefers to let
Samantha do all the directing in the
bedroom. CEO LAURA, a media mogul
who pays Samantha to conduct business
under her desk during her weekly
video-conference
with
company
employees. THERAPIST SWANSON, a
straitlaced psychiatrist who teasingly flirts
with Samantha during one of their sessions,
but doesnt get away with it.
TRUST
FUND TRACI, a Beverly Hills trust fund
socialite who has a businessman fantasy in
which the businessman is played by a
woman.
TIM AND MICHELLE, an
investment banker and his wife who meet
Samantha at a private downtown swingers
club for a three-way with an audience.
CAMILLE, a curious and curvy
18-year-old who seduces Samantha into
servicing her.
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gigolo is being paid to seduce a lesbian and make her straight. It probably doesnt come as a surprise when I tell He
claims to have fed Katharine Hepburns voracious lesbian appetite, supplying her with over 150 women, and arranged for
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